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Method to Establish Pay Schedules for Rigid Pavement 
RICHARD M. WEED 

An equation is derived to compute the appropriate pay factor for any quality 
level of rigid pavement. The measure of quality used in this development is the 
estimated load·bearing capacity of the pavement although the results may be 
applied to specifications based on other quality measures. The appropriate 
pay adjustment is considered to be the present worth of any expense or savings 
expected to occur in the future as the result of a departure from the specified 
level of quality and may be positive or negative. Sensitivity tests demonstrate 
that the method is reliable provided the input variables are determined with 
reasonable accuracy. By using input values typical of a relatively urbanized 
area, this procedure indicates that a minimum pay factor of about 60 percent 
is appropriate for the poorest·quality work and a maximum pay factor of about 
115 percent is justified for work of truly superior quality. Additional factors 
are cited that, although unquantified, would tend to lower the minimum pay 
factor and raise the maximum pay factor. Finally, pay schedules are developed, 
the operating·characteristic curves of which closely approximate the theoreti
cally derived relationship. 

Statistical end-result specifications are now in 
widespread use and one of the reasons for their 
popularity among specification writers is that they 
provide a practical way to deal with work that is 
only slightly deficient. A construction item that 
falls just short of the specified quality level does 
not warrant rejection but neither does it deserve 
100 percent payment. Accordingly, statistical spec
ifications usually employ some form of adjusted pay 
schedule to award payment in prooortion to the level 
of quality actually achieved. 

Throughout the nearly 20 years that specifica
tions of this type have been evolving, several meth
ods (1-31 have been proposed to establish the level 
of pa};nent appropriate for different levels of qual
ity. In those cases for which there is little or no 
information relating quality measures to perform
ance, this is an especially difficult task and the 
methods have necessarily been quite arbitrary. How
ever, there are a few cases for which the quality
performance relationship is well established and 
these, at least, provide the opoortunity to develop 
a rational and logical procedure for determining ap
propriate pay factors. 

One type of construction for which there are 
ample data relating performance to various quality 
characteristics is rigid (portland cement concrete) 
pavement. The design guide ( 4 l of the American As
sociation of State Highway and Transportation Offi
cials (AASHTO) has just been updated and now pro
vides an equation that gives the eKpected number of 

equivalent 18-kip load applications that a rigid 
pavement can sustain as a function of several common 
quality characteristics. The details of the manner 
in which this equation can be used are presented in 
a separate paper by Weed in this Record. For the 
purposes of this paper, it is simply desired to es
tablish that the technology required to desiqn a 
pavement can also be used to assess the quality of a 
pavement, the as-built characteristics of which dif
fer from the intended design values. 

BASIS FOR PAY ADJOSTMENTS 

Ordinarily, a pavement is designed to sustain a 
specified number of load applications before major 
repair (overlaying with bituminous concrete) is re
quired. If, due to construction deficiencies, the 
pavement is not capable of withstanding the design 
loading, it will fail prematurely. The necessity of 
repairing this pavement at an earlier date results 
in an additional expense that, since it usually oc
curs lonq after any contractual obligations have ex
pired, must be borne by the highway agency, It is 
the purpose of the adjusted pay schedule to withhold 
sufficient payment at the time of construction to 
cover the extra cost anticipated in the future as 
the result of deficient-quality work. 

Based on the procedure used to arrive at the 
original design parameters of the pavement, the as
built parameters can be used to estimate the frac
tion of design loadings the pavement will actually 
be able to sustain. For practical purposes, it is 
reasonable to assume that the yearly traffic volume 
is constant so that this fraction can be multiplied 
by the design life to obtain the expected life. 
Then, based on current construction costs and pro
jected interest and inflation rates, it is possible 
to compute both future and present-worth values for 
credits and debits resulting from the rescheduling 
of the several generations of overlays that are re
quired after the useful service life of the original 
pavement has been exhausted. The appropriate pay 
adjustment is the present worth of the sum of these 
credits and debits and, depending on the estimated 
life of the original pavement, this adjustment may 
be either positive or negative. As a result, the 
corresponding pay factors obtained by this method 
are not limited to a maximum of 100 percent. 
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In essence, pay schedules derived by this method 
comprise both a liquidated damaqes clause and a 
bonus provision. For those agencies not desirinq to 
apply a bonus provision, the pay factors can be 
limited to a maximum of 100 percent. Alternatively, 
a crediting concept 12l can be used that allows pay 
factors greater than 100 percent to offset other pay 
factors lower than 100 percent while the overall 
average pay factor is still limited to a maximum of 
100 percent. 

BASIC FORMULAS 

Certain basic engineering economics formulas (~l 

will be found to be useful in the development of the 
pay-factor equation. The compound-interest formula 
can be modified slightly to compute the projected 
future cost of an item as follows: 

where 

future cost after n years, 
present cost, and 
inflation rate (percent per year). 

The present worth of this future cost is given by 

where 

present worth, 
future cost after n years, and 
interest rate (percent per year). 

Then, by defining the ratio 

R = (1 + RrnF/100)/(1 + R1NT/!OO) 

(I) 

(3) 

and substituting Equation l into Equation 2, the ex
pression for the present worth of a future cost can 
be simplified to 

(4) 

which provides an effective means to estimate the 
present economic impact of the decision to make (or 
cancel) a future expenditure. 

Finally, since the interest rate is often stated 
as compounded on some periodic basis of less than a 
year, it will be useful to have an expression to 
convert it to an equivalent annual interest rate of 
the form used in Equations 2 and 3. This can be ac
complished by the following equation: 

R1NT = 100[(1 + RcoMp/!OOm)ffi -1) 

where 

RcOMP 
m 

equivalent annual interest rate 
(percent per year), 
compound interest rate (percentl , and 
annual frequency of compoundinq. 

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

(5) 

Before the general expression for the appropriate 
pay factor is derived, it will be instructive to 
work out a numerical example by using data repre
sentative of a moderately urbanized area. A typical 
in-place bid price for concrete pavement is approxi
mately $30/yd 2 • Because the pay factors to be 
developed will be based on the economic effect of 
rescheduling the successive overlays that will 
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eventually be installed, the overlay costs must ac
count for all operations normally included in a re
surfacing contract. I\. review of construction costs 
for several projects sugqests that $8/yd 2 and 
$7/yd 2 are typical costs for the first and subse
quent overlays, respectively. It will be assumed 
that the design life of the pavement is 20 years, 
its expected life based on as-built measurements is 
16 years, and the expected life of all overlays is 
10 years. The annual interest and inflation rates 
are assumed to be 15 percent and 10 percent, re
spectively. 

Based on this information, it is required to 
determine the economic impact on the highway agency 
of the expected premature failure of the original 
pavement. This will include not only the effect of 
installing the first overlay four years sooner than 
planned but in addition the effects of installing 
all subsequent overlays an equal amount of time 
ahead of schedule. The credits and debits resultinq 
from the rescheduling of the overlays are computed 
by means of Equation 4 by usinq R = 1.10/1.15 = 
0.9565. The computations for the first three over
lay qenerations are tabulated as follows: 

Year 
Overlay 
Status Present worth 

Credit or 
Debit 

n = 16 Scheduled $8 x Rl6 = $3.93 Debit 
n = 20 Cancelled $8 x R20 = $3.29 Credit 
(The net effect of reschedulinq the first overlay is 
a debit of $3.93 - $3.29 = $0.64.l 

n = 26 Scheduled $7 x R26 = $2.20 Debit 
n = 30 Cancelled $7 x R30 = $1.84 Credit 
(The net effect of rescheduling the second overlay 
is a debit of $2.20 - $1.84 = $0.36.) 

n = 36 Scheduled 
n = 40 Cancelled 

$7 x R36 = $1.41 
$7 x R40 = $1.18 

Debit 
Credit 

(The net effect of rescheduling the third overlay is 
a debit of $1.41 - $1.18 = $0.23.) 

The total effect of rescheduling the successive 
qenerations of overlays is the sum of the individual 
effects. Unless it is known that the pavement is 
planned to be phased out of existence at some spe
cific time in the future, it is appropriate to con
tinue this computational procedure until the terms 
become so small that they contribute nothinq further 
to the total. The continuation of this procedure 
produced the following results: 

Overlal:'. Debit ($ ) 
l 0.640 
2 0.359 
3 0.230 
4 0 .147 
5 0.095 
6 0.061 
7 0.039 
8 0.025 
9 0 .016 

10 0 .010 
11 0.007 
12 0.004 
13 0.003 
14 0.002 
15 0.001 
16 0 .001 

Total 1.640 

The total unit debit resulting from 
scheduling of the successive qenerations 
is $1.64/yd 2 • Since the unit cost of 
ment is $30/yd 2 , the appropriate pay 
this particular example can be expressed 
form as follows: 

the early 
of overlays 
this pave
factor for 
in decimal 
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F = (30 - 1.64)/30 = 0.945 (6) 

This will be used as a check value for the general 
expression that is to be derived. 

It is interesting to note at this point that a 
pavement, the expected life of which is 80 percent 
of its design life, is deemed worthy of 94.5 percent 
of the contract price. More will be said about this 
later. 

DERIVATION OF PAY-FAcrOR EQUATION 

T,ike the numerical example, the pay-factor equation 
will be derived as a function of the following vari
ables: 

Cp present unit cost of original pavement 
($/yd'), 

Col present unit cost of first overlay 
($/yd'), 

Co2 "' present unit cost of subsequent overlays 
($/yd'), 
design life of original pavement (years), 
expected life of original pavement (years), 
expected life of overlays (years), 

u annual interest rate (percent) , 
annual inflation rate (percent) , and 
(1 + RINF/100)/(l + RINT/100). 

The variable Cp represents the bid pr ice of the 
original pavement and is included as a reference on 
which the pay factors will be based. The variables 
Co 1 and Co2 represent the total costs of the re
surfacing projects that must be moved forward or 
backward in time depending on the expected life of 
the pavement. Two overlay costs are included be
cause the first resurfacing often includes items of 
work not required for subsequent overlays. 

By inspecting the computations for the numerical 
example, for which R = 1.10/1.15 = 0.9565, it can be 
seen that the portion of the pay adjustment result
ing from the early scheduling of the first overlay 
is the following: 

A1 = Co1 (RLpn - RLPE) = $8 x (R20 - R 16) = -$0.64 (7) 

The negative sign indicates that this represents an 
expense to the highway agency. If the expected life 
of the pavement (LpEl had been greater than the 
design life (Lpol , this value would have been 
positive, which represents a savings. In a similar 
manner, the equations for the adjustments resulting 
from the rescheduling of the next two overlays are 
written as follows: 

A1 = Co2(RLpo+LoE - RLpE+LoE) = $7 x (R30 - R26) = -$0.36 (8) 

A3 = Coz(RLpn+2LoE _ RLpE+2LoE) = $7 x (R4o _ R36) = -$0.23 (9) 

By inspection of Equations 7 through 9, it is now 
possible to write the equation for the infinite 
series that gives the sum of all the individual pay 
adjustments: 

L 
~Ai= Co1 (R PD - RLPE) + Co2 [(RLpo+LoE - RLpE+LoE) 

+ (RLpo+2LoE - RLpE+2LoE) 

+ (RLpo+JLoE - RLpE+3LoE) + ... l (10) 

By factoring and combining terms, this can be sim
plified as follows: 

In this form, the last expression in the parentheses 
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on the right is recognizable as a geometr.ic progres
sion (2_, pp. 5-lll, which, since R is less than 

L LOE 
unity, sums to R OE/(l - R ). Substituting this 
result into Equation 11 yields 

(12) 

as the sum of all pay adjustments. The final step 
is to combine this with the initial cost of the 
pavement (Cpl to write the equation for the ap
propriate pay factor: 

(13) 

As a check, the values used in the numerical ex
ample will be substituted into this equation. With 
R = 1.10/1.15 = 0.9565, this yields 

F={30+(R20 -R16)(8+7R10/(1-R10)]}/30=0.945 (14) 

which checks exactly with the result obtained 
earlier in Equation 6. 

TYPICAL RESULTS 

Before discussion of some additional factors that 
are involved, it will be of interest to use Equation 
13 with the input parameters from the numerical 
example to compute the appropriate pay factor for 
various levels of the ratio of expected life to de
sign life (LpE/Lpol as follows: 

Appropriate 
LpE/Lpo Pay Factor 

0.0 0.597 
0.2 0.709 
0.4 0.802 
0.6 0.880 
0.8 0 .945 
1.0 1.000 
1.2 1.046 
1.4 1.084 
1.6 l.ll6 
1.8 1.143 
2.0 1.165 

There are two very interestinq observations to be 
made from the values in this table. First, a pave
ment of such 'poor quality that its expected life is 
zero warrants a relatively high pay factor of about 
60 percent. Second, a pavement of such exceptional 
quality that its expected life is double the design 
life warrants a bonus pay factor of approximately 
116 percent, less than might have been anticipated. 

The first observation can readily be explained. 
Although many of the early attempts to establis.h ap
propriate pay factors tended to relate payment 
directly to performance, the justification for such 
an approach is rather dubious. Unless unusually 
drastic repairs are required, a pavement capable of 
providing essentially zero performance still has 
considerable value as the subsystem on which the 
first generation of overlay will be placed~ In the 
sense of liquidated damages, the highway agency has 
been damaged only to the extent of the present worth 
of the cost to restore the serviceability of the 
pavement throughout its intended desiqn life. This 
is the basis for the pay factors computed by Equa
tion 13. 

The second observation was more of a surprise. 
Apparently, based on the typical input values that 
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were used, the highway agency benefits 
ginally from an extended service life. 

UNQUANTIFIED FACTORS 

only mar-

In actual practice, there are additional factors 
that must be taken into consideration: 

l. There will be administrative costs involved 
in preparing for the premature repair of poor-qual
ity pavementi 

2. There will be costs to the motoring public 
for the earlier disruption of traffic to make the 
necessary repairsi 

3. For practical reasons, a small section of 
poor-quality pavement may make it necessary to over
lay a larger section of pavementi and 

4. Premature failures, if many should occur, 
could severely restrict the priority-setting cap
abilities of a highway aqency. 

Because these factors are extremely difficult to 
quantify, they will be dealt with only in a qualita
tive manner. Since all four represent additional 
expenses that may occur when the quality is substan
dard, they provide a valid argument for a lowering 
of pay factors that are less than F = 1.0. Con
versely, it can be argued that these same factors 
will result in a savinq to the hiqhway agency when 
the quality is superior. This would justify an in
crease in pay factors greater than F = 1.0. The net 
effect of these unquantified factors, therefore, 
would be a slight broadening of the range of pos
sible pay factors. In the previous example, a mini
mum pay factor somewhat lower than F = 0.597 might 
be appropriate and a maximum pay factor slightly 
greater than F = 1.165 might be justified. This is a 
decision that would have to be made by each highway 
agency based on its assessment of the importance of 
the unquantified factors. One way in which this 
might be handled will be discussed in the section on 
the development of pay schedules. 

SENSITIVITY TESTS 

When Equation 13 is applied, some of the input vari
ables will be well determined whereas others will be 
known with less certainty. Of particular concern 
are the interest and inflation rates (RINT, 
RINF l , since these values must be projected many 
years into the future. Another imper tant variable 
is the design life (Lpol of the original pave
ment. Although it might seem that this variable 
would be known exactly, it is strongly dependent on 
the accuracy of the forecast of traffic volume. The 
design loadinq of the pavement may be reached 
several years ahead of schedule if the traffic vol
ume is substantially underestimated. The remaininq 
variables--the present cost of the original pavement 
(Cpl, the present costs of the bituminous overlays 
<Co1• Co2l, and the expected life of an overlay 
!LoEl--would be known quite accurately and will 
not be treated as variables in this first test. The 
pay factors in the following table were computed 
with Equation 13 by using Cp = 30, Co1 = 8, 
c 02 = 7, and LoE = 10: 

AEEropriate Pay Factor 
Lpo=20 Lpo= 20 Lpo=20 Lpo=l6 
RrnT=l5 RrnT=l2 RrnT=l3 RINT=l5 

LpE/Lpo RrnF=lO Rrni;.=7 RrnF=lO RrnF=lO 

o.o 0.597 0.599 0.575 0.652 
0.2 0.709 0.711 0.679 0.743 
0.4 0.802 0.804 o. 773 0 .821 
0.6 0. 880 0.882 0.857 0.890 

LpE/Lpo 

0.0 
1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1.6 
1.8 
2.0 

A~roEriate Pa~ Factor 
Lpo=20 Lpo= 20 
RINT=l5 RrnT=l2 
RrnF=lO RrnF=7 

0.945 0.946 
1.000 1.000 
1.046 1.045 
1.084 1.082 
l.ll6 l.ll3 
1.143 1.139 
1.165 1.161 
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Lpo=20 Lpo=l6 
RrnT=l3 RrnT=l5 
RrnF=lO RrnF=lO 

0.932 0.949 
1.000 1.000 
1.061 1.045 
l.ll6 1.083 
1.165 l.ll7 
1. 209 1.146 
l. 248 1.171 

It can be seen from the pay factors in this table 
that Equation 13 is quite stable over a wide ranqe 
of input values. By comparinq the second and third 
columns, it is observed that chanqing the interest 
and inflation rates from RrNT = 15 and RINF = 10 
to RINT = 12 and RINF = 7 produces virtually no 
change in the pay factors that are obtained. There
fore, the method is not sensitive to the actual 
values of interest and inflation but to their dif
ference, a parameter that is somewhat easier for a 
highway agency to predict. 

By comparing the second and four th columns, it 
can be seen that a substantial decrease in this dif
ference from RrnT - RrnF = 15 - 10 = 5.0 to 
RINT - Rrnp = 13 - 10 = 3.0 has very little ef
fect on the pay factors below F = 1.0 but an in
creasingly noticeable effect on the pay factors 
above F = 1.0. The minimum pay factor is reduced 
from F = 0.597 to F = 0.575, whereas the maximum pay 
factor is increased from F = 1.165 to F = 1.248. 

Finally, by comparing the second and fifth col
umns, a decrease in design life from Lpo = 20 to 
Lpo = 16 is observed to have a moderate effect. 
The minimum pay factor is raised from F = 0.597 to 
F = 0.652, whereas all other pay factors are affect
ed to a lesser degree. 

Another set of computations will be of interest. 
For a variety of reasons, the unit cost of the first 
resurfacing may occasionally be greater than the 
value of Col = $8/yd 2 assumed in the examples 
thus far. To test the effect of this parameter, the 
pay factors in the following table were computed 
with Equation 13 by using Cp = 30, Co2 = 7, 
Lpo = 20, LoE = 10, RINT = 15, and RINF = 10: 

Appropriate Pay Factor 
LpE/Lpo Col= 8 Col = 9 Col= 10 

o.o 0.597 0.578 0.558 
0.2 0.709 0.695 0 .680 
0.4 0.802 0.792 0.783 
0.6 0.880 0.874 0.868 
0.8 0.945 0.943 0.940 
1.0 1.000 1.000 1.000 
l. 2 1.046 1.048 1.050 
1.4 1.084 1.088 1.092 
1.6 l.ll6 1.122 1.127 
1.8 1.143 1.150 1.157 
2.0 1.165 1.174 1.182 

It can be seen from the values in this 
substantial changes in the cost of the 
surfacing have a noticeable but moderate 
th is variable increases from Col = 8 
11, the minimum pay factor decreases from 
to F = 0. 539 and the maximum pay factor 
from F = 1.165 to F = 1.190. 

Col= 11 

0 .539 
0.666 
0. 773 
0.862 
0.937 
1.000 
1.052 
1.096 
1.133 
1.164 
1.190 

table that 
first re-

effect. As 
to Col = 
F = 0.597 
increases 

In all the preceding tests, the value of Co1 
has been assumed to remain constant for all values 
of the ratio LpE/Lp0 • If the as-constructed 
quality of the pavement were so poor that immediate 
repair would be necessary, the first overlay might 
have to be thicker than usual. If so, it would be 
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justifiable to increase the value of Co1 when com
puting the appropriate pay factors at or near the 
zero performance level. However, the only effect of 
such a change would be a slight decrease at the ex
treme lower end of the pay schedule. It will be 
discussed in the section on the development of pay 
schedules why this refinement is believed to be un
necessary. 

Still another set of computations will be useful. 
Although the present cost of the original pavement 
(Cp) and the present costs of the bituminous over
lays (Col• c 021 would be reasonably well known, 
there is no question that these prices will escalate 
and fluctuate with time. Fur th er more, the exper i
ence of some highway agencies may suggest that the 
expected life of an overlay is different from the 
value of LoE = 10 years used in the preceding ex
amples. To test the effect of these variables, the 
pay factors in the following table were computed 
with Equation 13 by using Lpo = ZO, RrNT = 15, 
and RrNF = 10 : 

ApproEriate Pay Factor 
Cp = 30 Cp = 60 Cp = 27 Cp = 30 
Col = 8 Co1 16 Col = 8. 8 Col = 8 

Caz = 7 Co2 = 14 c 0z = 7. 7 ca2 = 7 
LpE/Lpo LOE = 10 LoE = 10 LoE = 10 LoE '° 9 

o.o 0.597 0.597 0.508 0.564 
0.2 0.709 0. 709 0.644 0.684 
0.4 0.802 0.802 0.758 0.785 
0.6 0.880 0.880 0 .853 0.870 
a.a 0.945 0.945 0.933 0.941 
1.0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
1.2 1.046 1.046 1.056 1.050 
1.4 1.084 1.084 1.103 1.091 
1.6 1.116 1.116 1.142 1.126 
1.8 1.143 1.143 1.175 1.155 
2.0 1.165 1.165 l.Z02 1.179 

The effects of both parallel and opposite move
ments of pavement and overlay costs can be judged 
from the second, third, and fourth columns in this 
table. The values in the second and third columns 
demonstrate that a uniform escalation of all prices 
produces no change in the pay factors that are com
puted. The values in the second and fourth columns 
show that an opposite movement of prices does have a 
noticeable effect. A decrease in pavement cost of 10 
percent coupled with a 10 percent increase in over
lay costs reduces the lowest pay factor from F = 
O. 597 to F = O. 508 while raising the largest pay 
factor from F = 1.165 to F = 1. 202. Although this 
effect is not drastic, it suggests that the costs 
entered into Equation 13 should be composite values, 
averaged over a period of time, to minimize the in
fluence of short-term price fluctuations. 

The values in the second and fifth columns illus
trate the effect of a 10 percent decrease in ex
pected overlay life from LoE = 10 to LoE = 9. 
The lowest pay factor is reduced from F = 0. 597 to 
F = 0. 564 and the largest pay factor is increased 
from F = 1.165 to F = 1.179. Since a highway agency 
would have a reasonably accurate knowledge of the 
average life of an overlay, any error in the de
termination of this variable wi 11 not have a great 
effect on the resultant pay schedule. 

Because the establishment of the minimum pay fac
tor is an important step in developing any pay 
schedule, it will be of value to have a graph illus
trating how this critical value is affected by un
certainty in the independent variables of Equation 
13. The relative importance of each variable can be 
judged from the steepness of the curves in Figure 
1. Of particular interest are the extremely shallow 
slopes and opposite inclination of the curves for 
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interest and inflation rates, which indicates that a 
substantial degree of uncertainty in these variables 
can be tolerated. At the other extreme, the vari
able that has the steepest slope in Figure l is 
Cp, the cost of the original pavement. Since this 
variable has a strong influence on the resulting pay 
relationship, it is especially important that it be 
well determined. Fortunately, this can easily be 
accomplished by averaging the bid prices from 
several recent contracts. 

Figure l can also be used as a guide to perform 
an especially severe test of the reliability of 
Equation 13. Although it would be very unlikely for 
any errors in the independent variables to all act 
in the same direction, the values used in the next 
test will be chosen to demonstrate the effect of 
such an improbable event. All variables will be in
cremented by 10 percent from their nominal values 
and, to produce the maximum effect, the variables 
Cp, LOE• and RrNT will move in a direction op
posite the variables c 01 , Caz• Lpo• and 
RrNF· The results are presented in the following 
table: 

AEErDEriate Pay Factor 
Cp = 30 Cp = 27 Cp = 33 
Col 8 Col 8.8 Col 7.2 

Coz 7 Caz 7.7 Coz 6.3 
Lpo 20 Lpo 22 Lpo 18 
LOE 10 LOE 9 LoE 11 

RrNT = 15 RrNT = 13.5 RINT = 16.5 
LpE/Lpo RINF = 10 RrNF = 11 RINF = 9 

0.0 0.597 0.376 o. 724 
0.2 0.709 0.526 0.808 
0.4 0.802 0.663 0.875 
0.6 0.880 0.786 0.927 
0.8 0.945 0.898 0.968 
1.0 1.000 1.000 1.000 
1.2 1.046 1.092 1.025 
1.4 1.084 1.176 1.045 
1.6 1.116 1.251 1.061 
1.8 1.143 1.320 1.074 
z.o 1.165 1. 38Z 1. 083 

As expected with the extremely unfavorable condi
tions assumed for this test, the resultant pay 
schedules are substantially affected. 't'he greatest 
effect occurs at the minimum pay factor, which moves 
from F = 0.597 down to F = 0.376 with one combina
tion of independent variables and up to F = 0. 724 
with the other. As with all of the tests, the pay 
factors closer to F = 1.0 are affected to a lesser 
degree. 

Although this test was designed to produce a 
worst-case result, it emphasizes that the accuracy 
of the resultant pay schedule is dependent on the 
accuracy with which the independent variables have 
been determined. This suggests that pay schedules 
developed by use of Equation 13 should be reviewed 
periodically to verify that they are still appropri
ate, particularly if an unexpected change in any of 
the independent variables has occur red. However, as 
long as the input variables are average values that 
tend to be quite stable, a modification of the pay 
schedule should seldom be necessary in actual prac
tice. 

Collectively, the tests in this section demon
strate that the values computed by Equation 13 are 
relatively insensitive to minor fluctuations of the 
independent variables. This indicates that this 
equation can be relied on to establish appropriate 
pay factors provided the input values are reasonably 
accurate. 
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Figure 1. Sensitivity analysis of all independent variables with 
expected pavement life (Lpe) fixed at zero. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF PAY SCHEDULES 

There are three ways in which Equation 13 can be 
used to establish appropriate pay schedules. First, 
by defining discrete intervals for the ratio of ex
pected life to design life (or its equivalent, the 
ratio of expected load-bearing capacity to the de
sign loading) and then computing the pay factor as
sociated with the midpoint of each interval, it is 
possible to construct a stepped pay schedule such as 
the following: 

Load Ratio Pa:i Factor 
<0 .so 0.60 

0.50-0.69 0.88 
0.70-0.89 0.94 
0.90-1.09 1.00 
1.10-1.29 1.04 
1.30-1.49 1.08 
1. 50-1.69 1.12 
1. 70-1.89 1.14 

;;. 1.90 1.16 

The pay factors in this table have been computed 
with Equation 13 by using the input parameters from 
the numerical example. The decision has been made 
in this particular case that below a load ratio of 
O. 50, the unquantified factors previously discussed 
take precedence and the pay factor is arbitrarily 
set at the minimum level of F = 0.60. 

However, when the operating-characteristic curve 
for a pay schedule such as th is is checked, it will 
usually be found that the provisions for minimum and 
maximum pay factors have biased it away from the de
s ired curve. This effect ls more pronounced with 
small sample sizes, and if it is considered larqe 
enough to require correction, either the sample size 
must be increased or some of the pay factors in the 
pay schedule must be raised. A typical refinement 
of this pay schedule, designed to achieve a close 
match with the desired curve between load ratios of 
0.50 and 1.50, might be as follows: 
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Load Ratio Pa::i:: Factor 
<0 .50 0.60 

0.50-0.69 0.90 
0.70-0.89 0.95 
0.90-1.09 1.00 
1.10-1.29 1.05 
1.30-1.49 1.10 

;;. i.50 1.12 

Although stepped pay schedules are in common use, 
they do have a minor disadvantage. Unless the dis
crete intervals are quite small, the difference in 
pay between two successive steps may be fairly sub
stantial. Whenever the true population quality hap
pens to fall close to one of the boundaries in a 
stepped pay schedule, it is almost entirely a matter 
of chance whether the larqer or smaller pay factor 
will be assigned. Although this tends to balance 
out in the long run, it can work to the disadvantage 
of either the highway agency or the contractor on a 
project with relatively few lots. 

A second approach avoids this problem by express
ing the pay schedule in the form of a continuous 
equation. When the pay factors computed previously 
are plotted as a function of the load ratio, they 
are seen to lie on a gentle curve as shown in Figure 
2. Although it is possible to derive an equation 
that fits this curve, this turns out to be unneces
sary. A simple linear pay equation can be found 
that will produce an opera ting-character is tic curve 
that closely approximates the desired curve. 

One such equation is 

F = 0.75 + 0.25RL (15) 

in which RL is the load ratio. Two constraints 
that must be imposed on this equation are a maximum 
allowable pay factor of F = 1.12 and the restriction 
that if RL is less than O. 50, the pay factor will 
be set equal to the minimum value of F = 0.60. With 
these modifications, the equation-type pay schedule 
is essentially equivalent to the stepped pay sched
ule previously discussed. 
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Figure 2. Typical pay equation and operating-characteristic curve. 
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As can be seen in Figure 2, the operating-char
acter is tic curve can be made to match the des ired 
curve very closely between load ratios of RL = 
0.60 and RL = 1.60. Although it begins to fall 
below the desired curve above RL = 1.60, this is 
not considered to be a serious drawback because it 
is believed that a pavement would seldom exceed this 
level of quality in actual practice. Below RL = 
0.60, the operating-characteristic curve drops 
rapidly to the minimum pay factor of F = 0.60, a re
sult considered justifiable because of the unquanti
fied factors previously cited. It is because of 
this rapid drop, which provides considerable incen
tive to avoid extremely low levels of quality, that 
it is believed unnecessary to account for a possible 
increase in cost for the first resurfacing (Coil 
at the zero performance level. 

The third manner in which Equation 13 can be used 
to develop a pay schedule is less precise but still 
useful. If the acceptance procedure were based on 
some quality character is tic other than load ratio 
(such as the percent defective of some construction 
parameter), Equation 13 would not be directly appli
cable. However , it can be used to determine what 
the minimum and maximum pay factors should be. This 
would establish two extreme points, and an addi
tional known point would be a pay factor of F = 1. 0 
at the acceptable quality level. Either a stepped 
or a continuous pay schedule could then be developed 
that would produce an operating-characteristic curve 
that passes through these points. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The same technology used to design a rigid pavement 
to have a specified service life can be used to es
timate the expected life of a pavement whose as
built character is tics differ from the design val
ues. Then, by the use of basic engineering eco
nomics methods, it is possible to compute the ex
pense or savings that result from the rescheduling 
of the successive generations of overlays that even
tually must be installed. On the assumption that it 
is justifiable to adjust the contract price by the 
amount of this expense or savings, an equation was 
developed to compute the appropriate pay factor for 

O.IO 1.00 1.50 2.00 

LOAO RATIO ( RL) 

any quality level of rigid pavement as a function of 
input information readily available within most 
highway agencies. Additional factors were cited 
that should be taken into consideration and sen
sitivity tests were performed to show that the pro
cedure is reliable provided the input values are 
determined with reasonable accuracy. Various meth
ods of using the equation to establish pay schedules 
were then discussed. 

The nominal input values used in the examples in 
this paper were obtained from recent construction 
cost records and other sources representative of a 
relatively urbanized area. Use of these values in 
Equation 13 plus consideration of the effect of 
several unquantified factors resulted in a pay 
schedule with pay factors that range from a minimum 
of F = 0.60 to a maximum of F = 1.12. The real im
portance of Equation 13, however, is that it pro
vides a reliable and extremely easy method to 
develop pay schedules by using whatever input values 
a highway agency considers appropriate. 
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